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of certain nobles of cAlam 'All Khan during the battle with
Nizamu'l-Mulk. Men like Turktaz Khan Turaru, Fidai
Khan and cOmar Khan, nephew of Da'ud Khan Panni,
whose blood was still crying for vengeance, besides many
others joined cAlam 'All Khan simply because they could
not do otherwise: the exigencies of the situation having left
them no other alternative. In fact, eAlam 'All Khan himself,
after the commencement of the engagement, was full of
doubt and apprehension as regards the fidelity of some of
his generals.1
On the side of Nizamu'1-Mulk, 'Anwar Khan, Faujdar
of Burhanpur, was trying to play a double game. He sent a
letter to eAlam 'All Khan from Nizamu'l-Mulk's camp, say-
ing that he had joined the latter only as a matter of policy,
otherwise his sympathy was with his cause. He further wrote
to say that he ('Alam 'AH Khan) should not allow any further
time to Nizamu'1-Mulk to consolidate his strength, but should
begin hostilities at once. As the ill luck of Anwar Khan would
have it, the letter was intercepted by Nizamu'l-Mulk's spies,
and he was ordered to be put into prison. Excepting this
case, all the generals and men of Nizamu'l-Mulk's army
were sincerely interested in the cause of their master.
The movements of the two armies started on 6th Shawwal,
1132 H. (21st July 1720). The first gunshots came from
'Alam 'Ali Khan's side, without causing injury to any one.
Then Nizamu'l-Mulk's vanguard was attacked to the accom-
paniment of a heavy cannonade. Tahawwur Khan, at the
head of eight thousand men, fell upon Nizamu'l-Mulk's forces,
and succeeded in creating much confusion in their ranks.
Muhammad Ghiyas Khan, who had already lost one of his
eyes in some previous battle, had his other eye wounded.
Muhammad Shah Faruqi, Darogha of Nizamu'l-Mulk's
artillery, and his younger brother, Nuru'llah Faruqi, were also
1 Op. cit., p. 46. Then turning to Ghalib All Khan he ('Alam "All Khan)
spoke in this wise:
I had never put my army to the test,
Their falseness of heart I did not know,
They have deceived me, and at once thrown me over.
At the resurrection, what will they answer to God?
They have not even an iota of affection toward me in their hearts,
See, not a single friend is left around me.

